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The trunk release button is one of the Dart's mysteries. What designer decided to hang it out
there by itself in the middle of the lower dash panel? The fuel door release, also floating by
itself, this time on the driver-side door panel above the door pocket, is a similar mystery. See
full article and comment. Our long-term Dodge Dart has a great navigation system. However,
our staff has delivered mixed reviews on the optional Alpine audio system I think it sounds
pretty good, though and the complicated controls for the air-conditioning. Good thing there is a
digital speedo option in our long-term Dodge Dart, because I have trouble reading the regular
dial. Obviously, a small sedan would never be anyone's first choice for moving, but over the
course of a very long weekend, the Dart provided reasonable utility. One thing I've really come
to appreciate about it is the excellent visibility from the driver seat. It provides a pass-through
for USB or auxiliary cords hooked into the ports in the console box. It's possible I'm the only
person on Earth who cares about my elevation. But I love it when I find this little nugget in a
car's navigation system. The Dart has it. A history of me breaking things on it, that is. First it
was the outer door handle coming off in my hand, then the center armrest bin latch fell off. It's
possible the Dart's strongest interior trait is its many small-items storage bins. Here's a tour
starting with the center console above. Despite the fact that they've got racing stripes down
their center which are both visible and obvious to one's backside, the Dodge Dart SXT Rallye's
seats are pretty good. Among the multiple display options exterior temperature, trip odometer,
range, etc. It's not a breakthrough, certainly, but it's also not common in the compact segment.
You'll be glad to know that our long-term Dodge Dart is following in the footsteps of generations
of Grand Caravans before it by retaining Cheerio crumbs in its seats. Sure, the minivans
probably hoarded them in seat rails, but the Dart keeps them right there in the secret storage
bin beneath your passenger's butt. I hadn't driven our Dodge Dart before this week. And other
than a few comments about its transmission, I had no prior impressions. Here's my first
observation. At 70 the engine is cranking at about 2, rpm in sixth gear, which is enough to be
noticeable â€” disturbing, even â€” in the cockpit. And when it comes to staying close to the
legal limit, an easy-to-read speedometer is nice to have. I think the problem is that I get
confused as to whether the white or red hash marks are indicating "0" or "5" of the current mph,
if I'm just glancing over. I haven't yet decided how I feel about driving our long-term Dodge Dart.
The Dodge Dart SXT Rallye's center armrest opener latch or the cover for it, anyway came off in
my hand as I tried to access the center bin. Apparently, I open things too aggressively for the
new Dart. Or maybe it's that I have insanely strong hands. This thick-rimmed steering wheel
doesn't seem out of place in Dodge's Charger, for example, but it feels incongruous in the Dart.
While the rest of the interior feels sportishly compact, this chunky pipe wheel feels like it
belongs at the front end of at least horsepower. Even then you might not like it, depending on
your preference. If you're tall like me you know that side window visor coverage is no small
matter. Visors that fall short leave a huge gap for those that scoot the seat all the way back, and
a lot of cars and trucks fall into this category. Judging by the adjustments I make to the steering
wheel whenever I get in a long-term car, I prefer to have my wheel a bit lower than my
colleagues. When I went to drop the wheel in our Dart, I discovered it lacked the range of
adjustment that I prefer. Our long-term Dodge Dart has a USB port and aux jack hidden away in
the center console armrest bin there's also a power outlet in there. Like most of these in-the-bin
situations, the Dart has a handy cutout that allows you to keep your smart phone or mp3 player
within reach, but still close the door on the bin and not pinch your cord. As a visibility hog, I am
made crazy by this decade's trend of less and less visibility in cars. Sure, I appreciate a good
rear-view camera when an SUV's heiny is huge, but when your average family sedan or
hatchback often requires one, it makes me frown. So I was pleasantly surprised when I looked
up to the rearview mirror in our Dodge Dart and noticed I could see the entire back window in
the reflection. The whole thing. And that's not a tiny slit of a rear window, like in the Camaro we
had a while back. We twisted the key on our Dodge Dart SXT Rallye and were greeted in the
instrument panel by a number of messages, but one was accompanied by a tone, "Bing. It
requires a small amount of advanced planning or forgetfulness to take advantage of our Dodge
Dart SXT Rallye's auto-start functionality. Simply leaving the HVAC controls where they were
prior to shutting the car off allows the climate to resume at that prior setting. This was my wife
upon seeing the Dodge Dart in our driveway. We were about to start packing for a four-day trip
to visit her parents for Easter. It's a Dodge Dart," I replied. Somewhat disdainfully, my wife's
eyes glanced over the car's lines some more. You're sure it's going to hold all our stuff? In an
earlier post, Editor James Riswick noted how unnecessarily complicated the air-conditioner
controls of our Dodge Dart are. But I'd like to point out how the temperature controls
themselves are lacking in a crucial detail: degrees. Looking at this screen how can you tell how
warm or cold you are making it with that slider? I mean, is this a thing now? Sometimes it's the
simple things that stand out. And with our Dodge Dart, I noticed immediately the convenience of

the deep storage cubby at the bottom of the center stack. Here's a nice feature on our long-term
Dodge Dart's audio system. You can type the radio station number that you want directly into
this keypad. You already know how Bryn and James feel about the seats in our long-term Dodge
Dart. And Ed doesn't mind them at all. But I have a new gripe. The rough fabric pulls my hair. Oh
horrors, I know. But it's really annoying. My head does not rest against the seat back while I'm
driving but somehow it attracts a few strands of my hair and holds onto them. Let me start by
saying that I love how easy it is to use the Dodge Dart's touch screen. Unlike some another car
in our fleet, the Dart's icons are large, easy to read, and make good use of the available real
estate on the screen. I understand why this happens when I want to play all songs from a
particular artist, but that's not what I'm doing. I want to play an album, in the order the artist and
producer decided. Imagine an opera, for instance, being played out of order. It doesn't make
sense. It's one of those design ideas in a car that doesn't seem to have a purpose, until it does.
Sitting in the driver seat of our Dodge Dart is like spooning with an inflatable ninja turtle. The
entire seating area is divided into many separate sections, and they are all puffy. Even after
driving it for an entire weekend, I never got used to it. I still feel like the seat is constantly trying
to push me out. There's also a channel running down the length of the seat back and the
cushion, which would be great if I had a spiny back and backside. Since I was couch-ridden with
back spasms, it was up to my friend Chris to load up the Dart come check-out time at our Lake
Arrowhead cabin this past weekend. After the second load, he came back inside holding his cut
and bleeding hand. Was he the victim of a bear? An enraged raccoon? Nope, Dodge Dart attack.
A few days ago, I noticed that little tab sticking out of the front passenger seat and wondered
what it's intended to do. So I tugged on it and found an odd little storage compartment. The
owner's manual says nothing of its intended use, just that "some models may be equipped with
storage under the front passenger seat cushion. Pull upward on the seat tether to open the
storage compartment. There are plenty of ideas that look good on paper, but then fail to deliver
much in the flesh. The Dart's underseat storage bin might be one of those ideas. I say "might"
because I have yet to find a use for the hidden compartment under the front passenger seat
compartment. That doesn't mean it's useless, but I'm struggling to figure out what it's good for.
With their spongy feel and basic trim, the seats in our Dart don't look, or feel, like much at first.
In fact, fellow editor James Riswick doesn't think much of them all. Oddly enough, although I'm
about as tall as James, I don't find the seat in the Dart uncomfortable at all. And this is after
driving the Dart for consecutive days that had me in and out of the car on and off for hundreds
of miles. The cloth-covered seats are definitely not what you would call firmly contoured. Sure,
there are noticeable side bolsters, but they're not the kind you lean on through corners. No, this
is more of what I would call a "universal" seat, one that trades precise support for general
comfort. It's a tricky line to walk, but these manually adjustable seats do a good job of providing
support without needing to be in the "perfect" position. I might change my mind after a longer
trip in the Dart, but so far I don't mind these seats at all. Enough about the transmission already,
let's talk about the Dart's trunk shall we? What could be more exciting than the trunk of a
compact sedan? In this case, there's plenty to talk about. For one, the Dart's rear seats fold
down, so when you have to carry something awkward home it's not a problem at all. These
boxes for new blinds were just under five-feet long and they fit easily. They might have even fit
horizontally in the trunk, but I had a storage rack box already taking up space there. The seats
themselves are easy to fold. There's no latch, just a cloth loop on each side that you pull to get
them down. The headrests do rub the front seats, though, so it might require a trip up front to
make enough room. Getting things in and out of the trunk is fairly easy given the wide opening
and modest liftover. If there's one thing to pan it's the hinges. They arc down into the cargo
space, but I did notice that they hug the sides of the space close enough that you're not likely to
put anything in their path anyway. Overall, it's a nice setup for a small sedan, one that will rarely
leave you needing additional room unless you're taking home something really big, in which
case you might as well just borrow a bigger vehicle anyway. When I drove the Dodge Dart on its
national press launch last year, the vehicle in question featured the dual-zone automated
climate control that features physical buttons with the read-out included within the large master
screen. Our long-term Dart has manual controls paired to that same large screen, and I'm not
OK with them. I just can't get comfortable in our new long-term Dodge Dart. The first problem is
the driving position. Our car's six-way manual, height-adjustable driver seat is mounted too
high, or rather, it does not go low enough. I cannot push the seat down far enough, which would
not only grant my long legs sufficient room, but also extricate my noggin from its current
location of 2 cm from the roof. However, even if the seat could in fact go down more, the
steering wheel's positioning would remain an issue. Actually, it would be worse since even
when I'm perched atop Mount Dart, the wheel doesn't tilt low enough. Help us keep it that way
by turning off your ad blocker for our site. We can understand why it may frustrate you to

receive this message. Please hear us out on this one. New Car Pricing. Used Cars for Sale. Car
Reviews. My Account Saved Inventory. Saved Searches. My Trade-in Values. Favorite Models.
More about the Dodge Dart. See all Long-Term Road Tests. The design of the controls is
irrelevant when you can't see them at all, though. Did Dodge get it right? But I'm trying to put
those behind me because, I like driving this thing. And thus began a mile road trip test of our
long-term Dodge Dart. April 9, In an earlier post, Editor James Riswick noted how unnecessarily
complicated the air-conditioner controls of our Dodge Dart are. Any space that can hold my
ridiculously over-sized sunglass case gets my vote. Here's a look at the fabric without my head
in the way. Ed Hellwig, Executive Editor 2, miles See full article and comment. Then there's the
seat itself. Comment As Features and Specs Pricing. The Dodge Dart is the first true small car
from Chrysler since the Neon disappeared, but it's hardly small. By government standards, it's
nearly a mid-size car, and its large back seat gives the Dart and edge on much of the
competition in the segment. The Dodge Dart is the first true Chrysler small car since the Neon
went away, but it's hardly small. By the Feds' standards, it's practically a mid-size car, and the
large back seat gives the Dart one of the few trump cards it has in a tough segment brimming
with excellent competitors. The styling says the Dart is a performance car, but whether the car
lives up to that expectation depends on your engine choice. The standard horsepower 2. Opt for
the turbocharged hp 1. But you'll have to keep your foot firmly into the accelerator to make it
happen. Like many cars with six-speed transmissions, the Dart is tuned to keep the engine
running below 2, rpm under steady load, for best fuel economy. The 1. We weren't able to drive
the 2. For gas mileage, the 1. The base 2. There's also a Dart Aero model coming with extra
tweaks for slightly higher fuel efficiency. At the wheel, the Dart's seats are comfortable front
and rear, and the seating position isn't as low as you'd expect from the car's lines. Soft-touch
materials on most parts of the dash coordinate nicely with harder plastic elements, though big
swathes of hard black textured plastic still crop up in a couple of places inside the littlest
Dodge. The Dart has achieved what's essentially a bulls-eye in U. That combination makes it
one of the highest-rated cars for safety in this class--next to only the Honda Civic and Chevrolet
Cruze. The car comes standard with 10 airbags, along with the usual suite of electronic safety
systems and also both blind-spot alert and cross-traffic detection, which are new to the
compact segment. Outward visibility is admirable--far from the case in these days of
strengthened roofs for rollover safety. The Dodge Dart is distinctively different in its visual
proportions from its competitors in the compact sedan market, and that's probably a good
thing. Its cowl isn't actually any lower than in other cars, but its wide stance, lower fender tops,
and long flowing roofline make it appear larger and lower. That means it's neither as slab-sided
like the Ford Focus sedan nor as upright as the Chevy Cruze. And it's far more modern than the
aging Toyota Corolla or the bland Honda Civic, meaning that its only real competitor in the style
department is the Hyundai Elantra--which looks cheap in some details when you park the two
side by side. In proportion, the Dart is almost reminiscent of the late Dodge Neon--Chrysler's
last compact sedan--but with the upright Dodge "cross-hair" grille. Then at the rear, the Dart has
elements of the large, brawny Dodge Charger sedan, with a full-width taillight cluster that offers
the option of fitting LED lights inside. The exhaust tips are large 3-inch oval shapes in the rear
apron, unlike more basic compacts that use only a single exhaust pipe. You'd never know that
the car sits on stretched and widened underpinnings from a small, Italy-only Alfa Romeo
Giulietta sedan. Which is a good thing; the new Dart looks distinctively Dodge. And its looks
can likely stand up to marketing that may use a theme like, "No more boring beige compact
sedans! Inside the Dart, the dashboard is businesslike but flowing and sculpted. Dodge's
designers said they intended users to have fun while looking at the shapes, and perhaps the
most noticeable feature is what they call the "floating island" center bezel--an oblong
instrument panel and control surface that sits most of an inch proud of the surrounding
dashboard housing. Higher-end models feature an 8. We weren't able to check any low-end trim
levels, but the red stitching on higher models is quite fetching. While the design of the Dodge
Dart may say performance car, the base engine falls short on that flashy promise. The standard
2. In more demanding driving, whether it's quick acceleration from a stoplight or merging into
fast-flowing freeway traffic from uphill ramps, the 2. The optional turbocharged 1. But you'd
better enjoy driving like an Italian, which is to say keeping your foot in the engine and routinely
revving it from 3, to 6, rpm, because that's where the power is. And we suspect the gas mileage
will suffer as a result we got Both engines are available with a Fiat-sourced six-speed manual
gearbox. To eke out every last point of fuel economy, the transmissions are tuned to keep the
engines below 2, rpm in most circumstances. That means that when power's needed, not one
but two downshifts are required--and the driver has to learn to anticipate and plan for that. The
news is better on the handling and suspension front. The weight that hurts performance gives
the car a nicely planted feel, and Dodge has managed to imbue the electric power steering with

enough feedback and road feel that you don't notice it--unlike the numb, lifeless steering
offered by Toyota and too many other competitors. Our first Dart road test didn't include the 2.
But Dodge is pricing it to compete with compacts one size smaller, so if you think of it as a
compact sedan with some "bracket creep," it's a large car for its class. Both the front and rear
seats are comfortable to sit in, and the cabin is definitely as wide as any competitor. Though the
Dart looks low, the driver and passengers actually sit high enough that they don't feel lower
than other sedans in traffic. The seating position is still slightly more legs-out than more upright
compacts, which may not be to everyone's taste. Most interior surfaces are covered in
soft-touch plastics, with color and texture used as accents--which matches the car's sporty
flavor--more than the more traditional wood and chrome. The softer materials match well with
the harder plastics in places like the door pockets, though on the lower dash there are a few
broad swathes of hard-textured black plastic that echo the bad old days. The Dart has quite a lot
of useful storage pockets, cubbies, and trays in the door and console. And by relocating the
air-conditioning hardware, the designers were able to make a glovebox large enough to accept a
laptop computer--perhaps a first, and certainly unusual. There's also a storage compartment
available in the front passenger seat, though we found the reinforced cloth pull-tab to open it
noticeably uncomfortable to sit on. The Dart has a surprisingly large trunk, although the
opening is small and more vertical than horizontal. Questioned about this, the designers noted
that the wide-opening rear doors and split folding rear seat-back would allow larger items to be
loaded through side doors if they didn't fit through the trunk opening. Which is true, but not
necessarily what every owner wants to hear. Dodge has also disappointingly joined the parade
of carmakers who omit an external trunk release, although at least the Dart has a dash button to
pop the lid in addition to a button on the keyfob. Under most circumstances, the Dart is
relatively peaceful and quiet. But keep your foot down to get the most performance out of either
the 1. The car also seemed remarkably sensitive to road surfaces, with smooth and
freshly-paved asphalt proving almost noiseless but rougher, older surfaces raising noise levels
considerably. Dodge says it's taken great care with the quality of its materials, including the
operating mechanisms of its dashboard vents. In the preproduction models we tested, we found
only one glaring flaw: a glovebox handle and lock that could have come from the cheapest of
Korean cars 20 years ago. The interior designers promised a careful look at the part before
production models reach dealers in June We were also surprised not to find an auto-up feature
on at least the driver's window--a feature that, in , should be standard equipment on every car in
our opinion. The only blemish in its crash-test results is a second-best 'acceptable' rating in the
new small overlap frontal test from the IIHS. Chrysler notes that the car's structure uses 68
percent high-strength steels in several different grades. Every Dodge Dart comes with ten
airbags as standard, along with the usual list of electronic safety systems and a few firsts for
the compact sedan class, including available cross-path collision detection and blind-spot
warning systems. Unlike the Elantra, the Dart actually has a glass triangular third window
behind the door windows on each side. This enlarges the glass area, and combined with a lower
trunk height than some competitors, it gives the Dart surprisingly good visibility to the rear and
rear sides. Some other compacts could take a few lessons from Dodge in this department.
According to its maker, the Dodge Dart can be specified in more than , different combinations of
trim levels and options, giving buyers the opportunity to choose exactly which features they
want in their car. Dealers will order a range of standard equipment levels, of course, but Dodge
is proud that it has "unbundled" its most popular options so buyers can mix and match at
will--and it says it can deliver a specially ordered car in 30 to 45 days. It features inch wheels
and tires and power windows, but forgoes air conditioning. Options include a nine-speaker
premium audio system, the 1. The Dart Limited is the luxury model, which adds to the Rallye
specification a chrome grille, contrast interior stitching, a power six-way driver's seat, a 7-inch
Thin Film Transistor instrument cluster, extra gauges, active grille shutters, and an array of
standard and optional features that include inch polished aluminum wheels, high-intensity
discharge HID headlamps, Nappa leather the first time it's been used in a compact, Dodge says ,
heated front seats and steering wheel, and cross-path collision detection. Its selling point is the
hp 2. A range of more than a dozen exterior paints and interior trim colors can be specified at no
extra charge, with black interiors available on all models and some colors and textures limited
to certain models. Some colors work better than others; we think bright red liners for the
hard-plastic door pockets would get tiresome pretty quickly. While heated seats and steering
wheel are available, Dodge bundles heated power door mirrors in with the air conditioning,
meaning that as yet, there's no "winter package" combining the most useful options for those in
cold climates. Dodge suggested, though, that if it sees demand at its dealers for such a
package, it might well offer one in the future. There's also the Dart Aero model, which hasn't
been priced yet. It will arrive in the third quarter of the year, and is essentially an SXT model

with additional fuel economy features--including low-rolling resistance tires, some mild
aerodynamic enhancements, and lighter-weight suspension components. The Dodge Dart earns
the best gas mileage ratings of the Chrysler group, but among small cars, they're still not quite
the most efficient. For the base 2. Fuel efficiency rises to a combined 32 mpg for the 1. In a
relatively energetic road test, our 1. Dodge notes that it uses seven different underbody panels
to smooth airflow under the car, along with fitting active grille shutters to some models to block
airflow through the engine compartment when cooling demands are low. All these items reduce
aerodynamic drag. As for the Dart Aero, it provides better city and highway mileage through
lower weight and better aerodynamics. The Dart Aero is lighter than the standard 1. Fuel
economy is as high as 41 mpg highway. The Chevrolet Cruze Eco, a special model that
compares head-to-head with the Dart Aero, gets 33 mpg combined, made up of 28 mpg city and
a stunning 42 mpg highway for its six-speed manual version. Comparing the greenest models,
Dodge says simply, "Ours is more fun to drive. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo.
Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. New
Challenger Charger Durango. Grand Caravan Journey. Used Avenger Caliber Dakota. Dart
Magnum Neon. Nitro Ram Ram Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory. Likes
Distinctive, sporty styling Surprising interior space Comfortable seating position Good outward
visibility Class-leading safety ratings. Dislikes Anemic base engine Tire roar on certain roads
Gas mileage only average. Buying tip The 2. We found that engine anemic and lacking in
high-end power, so test it to see if you can live with the low power before you sign on the line.
Remember the Neon? The Dodge Dart brings some of the same passion back to Chrysler's
compact-car lineup. You could imagine the Dart as the product of a one-night stand between the
latest Dodge Charger four-door sedan and a well-kept Plymouth Neon. It has the proportions of
the old compact, with a low cowl and a wide stance, but many of the styling cues--especially at
the rear--of the big, brawny, brute that tops today's Dodge car lineup. Inside, a flowing
dashboard and console convey a sporty air, with the higher-end models featuring an optional
large 8. Review continues below. Used Dodge Dart for sale near change location. Continue
Reading. The Car Connection Consumer Review. Rate and Review your car for The Car
Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance,
Safety, Features and more. March 11, Overall Rating. Was this review helpful to you? Rating
breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Dodge Dart against the competition. Used Dodge
Dart cars. Used Chevrolet Cruze 1, cars. Used Ford Focus 1, cars. Used Honda Civic 1, cars.
Used Hyundai Elantra 2, cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our
Cookie Policy. Hyundai Canada is recalling around 13, Sonata cars over a fuel leak issue that
could lead to a risk of a fire. Last week Kia issued a recall over a simila The gear shifter cable
can di Packing two body styles, an absolutely unbeatable powertrain warranty, sporty looks and
available AWD in select years, the Mitsubishi Lancer competed mainly Favourite added
temporarily. To add it to your profile, you will need to sign in. News Quality car insurance
coverage, at competitive prices. Ask for a car insurance quote today. While not how the
expression usually goes, I think it's self-explanatory. In the mid-'90s, Chrysler unleashed the
Neon and all hell broke loose. To bring order back, they dropped the Neon 2. In all, the Neon
was around for 12 model years. With all fires put out, the winged brand revealed its new Neon -sorry, the Caliber. That didn't go so well, either. This is why, last year, I test drove the Alfa
Romeo Giulietta. The rumours were true. Although no one would know that the Alfa and Dart are
non-identical twins to look at, both are smashingly good looking. Highs and lows Side by side,
the Alfa Romeo Giulietta is clearly the more feminine of the two. The Dart is, after all, a Dodge:
the same brand that carries the likes of the Challenger and the Charger insert manly grunt here.
The Dodge Dart is immediately identifiable as a Dodge. The crosshair grille, badass demeanor
and raccoon-influenced taillightss all work to make the Dart possibly one of the most attractive
compact sedans currently available. My Rallye tester's cabin was trimmed with youthful red
accents, plenty of soft-touch plastics and the amazing class-exclusive Uconnect Touch 8. This
giant piece of tech-lover stuff is the centrepiece of what is a generally well crafted and designed
dashboard. On that topic; the front perches are over-bolstered, but generally comfortable.
Thank you Fiat! The optional motor, straight from Italy, is the superb turbocharged MultiAir 1.
Twenty-two pounds of boost spit out all that torque in an instant from 2, rpm and hold it until 4,
By the time the torque backs off, every horse comes into play at 5, rpm. How this entire action
takes place is wonderful: there is no lag and the swell of power is wonderful. Unfortunately, in
order to reach rapture, the driver must go through hell first. To drive the car is to get annoyed. I
can only guess that Chrysler tuned the throttle response with improved fuel economy in mind.
The weight The Dodge Dart feels excessively heavy. By comparison, the Alfa Giulietta was lithe
and reactive. The Dart is overburdened somehow. Steering is very heavy, which the driver will
adapt to fairly quickly. Then there are the brakes which are so responsive that the first few

stops will ruin the average hairdo when passenger's heads fly forward. Again, adaptable. The
ride is European-inspired, but with a difficult-to-pinpoint avoirdupoids that is poorly managed
by the fully independent suspension. At moderate speeds, the front end of the Dodge Dart
would push out and regularly need to be reeled back in. The drive is comfortable enough, but
quickly falls apart in any type of spirited driving; namely, rallyâ€¦ Darting forward I liked the car,
but the throttle management thing killed the whole experience for me. I want to believe that the
optional 6-speed autobox will fare far better. I do love the aftermarket-sounding exhaust note!
The small shoes, it turns out, do not fit. Road Tests and Reviews. Be the first to review this
vehicle. Space and Access. Driving Dynamics. General Appreciation. I want my review to be
anonymous. Forgot your password? Click here. Please login to submit your evaluation. Review
Highlights. Article Gallery. See the complete Gallery. You May Also Like. Mitsubishi Lancer :
Used Packing two body styles, an absolutely unbeatable powertrain warranty, sporty looks and
available AWD in select years, the Mitsubishi Lancer competed mainly More Articles. From this
author. Articles By Mathieu St-Pierre. Latest Videos. See More Photos and Videos. Successful
Operation Favourite added temporarily. Actual features may vary. Please see the details for this
vehicle above. Sales Service Shop By Bodystyle. Used Cars For Sale. Used Trucks For Sale.
Used Minivans For Sale. Commercial Trucks for Sale. All Used Inventory. Shop By Price. Search
Results. Dealership Forms. Credit Application. Find Your Car. Contact Dealerships. Is it
available? Add Comments. Send Message. Get Pre-Approved. Value Your Trade. View Inventory.
Vehicle Details. Internet Price:. Vehicle Brochure. Payment Calculator. Payment Plan. My Offer.
Down Payment. Term months. Estimated Trade-in. Calculate Payment. Send My Offer. Notes on
This Vehicle:. We strive to give you a great valued car and take the guessing out of the
equation. You can also visit us at, N Biomet Dr. Warsaw IN, to check it out in person! This
Dodge Dart comes Factory equipped with an impressive 4cyl, 1. This vehicle has Steering Wheel
Controls to help keep you safer on the road, Steering Wheel Cruise Control keeps your attention
on the road and your gas mileage optimized, and Auxiliary Power Outlet to keep the tailgate
television going before, during and after the game. Other Vehicles You May Like. Installed
Options -. Mechanical -. Touring suspension Rear stabilizer bar Trailer sway damping Electric
pwr steering 4-wheel pwr anti-lock disc brakes Brake assist. Exterior -. Interior -. Safety -. Rear
seat side air bags Occupant classification system Child seat anchor system, LATCH ready
Inside emergency trunk lid release Lock-on-sync tire pressure sensor Tire pressure monitoring
warning lamp Dual-note electric horn. Factory Options -. Emissions: 50 State Emissions Engine:
2. We are not responsible for typographical, pricing, product information or advertising errors.
In the event a vehicle is listed at an incorrect price due to typographical, photographic, or
technical errors or errors in pricing information received from one of the manufacturers we
represent, we shall have the right to refuse or cancel any sell, offer, or order placed for vehicles
listed at the incorrect price. See Dealer for details. The list of standard equipment and
accessories contained on this document reflect equipment which was standard at the time
vehicle was manufactured. This vehicle may or may not contain some or most of the equipment
and accessories listed as a result of the vehicle identification number equipment compilation
provided by a third party source. This VIN equipment compilation is provided as a service by
the dealer and a third party source and is in no way intended to serve as a warranty or list of
actual equipment contained on the vehicle. All Rights Reserved. Phone E-mail Text. Buyers get
world class styling and lots of customization options. There are three different engines and
three different transmissions available. Close this Model overview: To find inspiration for their
newest compact car, Dodge decided to go to Europe. They borrowed the basic platform and
architecture for the new Dodge Dart from Alfa Romeo. The platform has been stretched for a
little bit more room and given an American assortment of engines and transmissions, yet
provides more sophisticated driving dynamics than Americans may be used to in the compact
car segment. Read more To find inspiration for their newest compact car, Dodge decided to go
to Europe. The Dodge Dart is available in five different models. Three engines and three
transmissions are available and six different rim styles are sold on the car. Dodge is clearly
looking to give customers a wide range of choices. The Dart SE is the most basic Dart model
and also the cheapest. It features a 2. The SXT adds amenities such as power door locks and
mirrors, keyless entry, a 6-speaker stereo, inch wheels and air conditioning. The Rallye comes
similarly equipped to the SXT, but adds a much more aggressive looking front end, with a
blacked out grill and fog lamps. In back a dual exhaust system protrudes from a more
aggressive rear bumper. Inside, the Rallye gets a leather wrapped steering wheel with audio
controls and a trip computer. Optional black wheels are available to further enhance the car's
'bad-boy' look. The Limited builds on the SXT by adding an 8. Options on the Limited include
leather seating surfaces, a navigation system, a heated steering wheel and polished aluminum
wheels. An optional turbocharged 1. Though the 1. Highway mileage is improved by 3 mpg while

city driving is improved by 2 mpg. Safety features on the Dart are numerous. Anti-lock brakes,
traction control and stability control are aided by more interesting features like Electronic Roll
Mitigation and Hill-start Assist. A rear back up camera and parking assist are also standard
across the Dart range. Optional safety features include blind-spot monitoring and Rear
Cross-Path Detection. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you like
to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths:
Sporty; efficient; powerful and economical. Dodge has brought the Dart name back for its brand
new compact car. Stylish sporty and safe, the Dart promises to inject a dose of excitement into
the normally bland compact car class. Dodge has taken design inspiration from both Fiat and
sister company Alfa Romeo when designing the Dart and the result is a truly competitive
compact car for Chrysler. Styling is customizable Read more. Close this. To find inspiration for
their newest compact car, Dodge decided to go to Europe. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to
main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. While great effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the information on this site,
errors do occur so please verify information with a customer service rep. This is easily done by
calling us at or by visiting us at the dealership. Terms may vary. Monthly payments are only
estimates derived from the vehicle price with a 72 month term, 5. The rates described are for
estimation purposes only; you may not be able to finance at this rate. No security deposit
required with approved credit. We welcome out of state buyers and provide transportation from
the airport when needed. Please visit What makes us different from every other dealership in the
area? You do! At Toyota of Boardman you come first in sales, financing, service and every
aspect of our dealership. You can visit Toyota of Boardman to shop for the full lineup of new
Toyota vehicles : cars, pickups, crossovers, hybrids, and much more. We also have a huge and
varied inventory of used vehicles from lots of major automakers. Each one of these vehicles is
carefully inspected for quality and priced for accessibility. Once you find something you like,
our professional financing team will work with the banks and lenders to get you financing. And
when your
01 ford explorer sport trac owners manual
data link connector wiring diagram
2004 dodge durango 57 hemi firing order
new favorite ride needs repairs or comes due for maintenance, our service department is here
to take care of all your needs. We promise to get the work done quickly, reliably, and at a
competitive price. Use for comparison purposes only. Your actual mileage will vary depending
on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. Open Today! Look for this link on your favorites:
Save. Stock TA. Payment Calculator. Vehicle Price. Loan Term Custom. Calculate Payments.
Payment Details Estimated Amount Financed:. Schedule Test Drive. Check Availability. Share
Vehicle. Basic Info. Other Vehicles You May Like. Vehicle Details. Remote keyless entry. Find
Your Vehicle Close. Search By Keyword Search:. Year Make Model. Saved Vehicles Close. Share
This Close. Choose How To Share: share-via-facebook share-via-twitter share-via-linkedin
share-via-email share-via-sms text. Contact Us Close. Today's Hours: Open Today! Ask a
Question. Morning Afternoon Evening. Tweets by Toyota of Boardman. Toyota of Boardman

